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• The League of Heroic Knights With the support of the Death Knights and the powerful Elden Lords, the Elden Ring has risen to become a beacon of hope for all of the Realms. • The Lands Between The Lands Between exist between two worlds, on which lie the ruins of an ancient civilization. • The Elden Ring The Elden Ring is a powerful
organization that stands to defend the peace, the laws of the world, and the people. • The Death Knights and Elden Lords An army of 12 Death Knights who fight for freedom and a powerful elite group of Elden Lords who embody the spirit of the Elden Ring. • The Rising of the Death Knights The fateful day when a tyrannical king is killed
and the power of an Orc army known as the Vales enters the Lands Between. • The Birth of a Legend At the dawn of time, a young girl founds the Elden Ring by slaying the Orc lord known as the Originator. • The Deaths of the Originator The Origins end their lives at the hands of the young girl known as the Great Goddess, and the lands

between enter a state of turmoil. • The Birth of the Elden Ring A boy named Corotus is given a sacred stone by the originator's spirit, and is transformed into an heir to the Elden Lords. • The Death of Corotus Upon becoming an heir to the Elden Ring, Corotus fights an endless war against the ill-fated death knights, seeking the Holy
Stone and the Blood Stone. • The Confrontation of the Death Knights In a final war, Corotus and the Death Knights fight side by side to defeat the origins in a grand quest for justice. Elden Ring Game System 1. Class and Skills Class There are three basic classes available to choose from: Fighter, Mage, and Knight. The Fighter class uses
physical strength to fight, the Mage class uses magic, and the Knight class uses a combination of the two. Fighter: The Fighter class is a class of strong warriors who specializes in combat to crush any enemy. By equipping weapons with high strength, and enhancing it with skills and specific items, they can maximally wield the tools at

their disposal to crush any opponent. Mage: The Mage class is a class that uses magic and creates magical
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Features Key:
A world in which a gentle, prosperous countryside and deep dungeons that are interwoven into the world design.

A transparent depiction of the entire action route in which the strength of the opponent can be simply estimated at a glance.
Vastness is reflected with an open world where the quests are a challenge to fully enjoy your action.

A thorough development of detailed 3D graphics according to your demand.
The most complete action when performing midair throwing with the touch of your fingertips.

As a tale of fantasy set over seven thousand years ago, it explores the romance of a young, passionate person.
The tensest combat action ever created, fight your enemies using your own body and endure the continuous beatings, pain, and hot blood.

A wide variety of magic techniques and techniques that change the playing field.
A Supportive System that Advises Your Actions

A protagonist created with player's own desire as the standard, making your life
Unique and fair combat system in which fighting can be performed smoothly and thoroughly.

Last of all, various battle scenes are present and can be viewed by clearing a particular dungeon.

The free character generator allows you to create a custom character, so please enjoy an optional appearance change in the character selection panel. Then, go forth and fight!

 

  Online Account Creation Event

  〒980-0032
  Tokyo

  Up to 一,000 players can be simultaneously connected to the server. 
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